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Branded with Infamy: Inscriptions of Poverty a the United States
My kids and I been chopped up and spit out just like when I was a kid. My rotten teeth, my kids' twisted feet. My son's dull skin and blank stare. My oldest girl's stooped posture and the way she can't look no one in the eye no more. This all says we got nothing and we deserve what we got. On the street good families look at us and see right away what they'd be if they don't follow the rules. They're scared too, real scared.
-Welfare recipient and activist, Olympia, Washington, 1998 begin with the words of a poor, white, single mother of three. Altho officially she has only a tenth-grade education, she expertly reads articulates a complex theory of power, bodily inscription, and socializ tion that arose directly from the material conditions of her own life. S sees what many far more "educated" scholars and citizens fail to recogn that the bodies of poor women and children are produced and posit as texts that facilitate the mandates of a didactic, profoundly brutal an mean-spirited political regime. The clarity and power of this woman's v sion challenges feminists to consider and critique our commitment to textualizing displays of heavy-handed social inscription and to detex lizing them, working to put an end to these bodily experiences of humiliation, and suffering.
Traditionally, Marxist and Weberian perspectives have been employed lenses through which to examine and understand the material and bodi "injuries of class."' Yet feminists have clearly critiqued these theories f This essay is dedicated to poor women around the world who struggle together aga oppression and injustice. With thanks to Margaret Gentry, Nancy Sorkin Rabinowitz, S their failure to address the processes through wh the gendered and raced bodies of its subjects in perpetuation of systems of stratification and dom decade or so, a host of inspired feminist welfare addressed and examined the relationship between of poor women and children.3 As important and i are, with few exceptions, they do not get at the c together systems of power, the material condit bodily experiences that allow for the perpetua justification--of these systems. They fail to consi my opening passage recognized so astutely: that sy and patrol poverty through the reproduction markers.
What is inadequate, then, even in many feminis duction, is an analysis of this nexus of the textua Michel Foucault's ([1977] 1984a) argument ab bodies is a powerful mechanism for understandin ical conditions and bodily costs of poverty across interrogating the connection between power's exp and as site of resistance.4
In Foucault and Feminism: Power, Gender, and t minds us that "to a greater extent than any other feminists have drawn on Foucault's work" even acutely aware of its critical limitations" (1993, (2) (3) feminists has been Foucault's theory that the through discourse as the product of historically s 2 For a more complete analysis of the limits of Marxian and attempting to understand the workings of class, see Cromp 3 Mimi Abramovitz (1989 Abramovitz ( , 2000 , Randy Albelda (1997) , T Fox Piven and Richard Cloward (1993 ), Linda Gordon (199 and Gwendolyn Mink (1996 have begun to unravel the cal, and social markings of class embedded in welfare policy a and Rochelle Lefkowitz (1986) , Diane Dujon and Ann Wi (1998) , Kathryn Edin and Laura Lein (1997), Bonnie Thorn (1992) , Theresa Funiciello (1998), and Ruth Sidel (1998) Feminists have used this notion of social inscription of bodily operations from cosmetic surgery (Morgan prostitution (Bell 1994) , and anorexia nervosa (Bordo 1995) to motherhood (Smart 1992; Chandler 1999 ), r Ford-Smith 1996 , and cultural imperialism (Desmon analyses illustrate, Foucault allows us to consider and cri it is invested with meaning and inserted into regimes of tions of power and knowledge. On the other hand, femin neglected to consider the ways in which other dimension ence, such as class, are inscribed upon the body in mann as those of sexuality, gender, and race.5
Foucault clarifies and expands on this process of bodily tion in his early work. In "Nietzsche, Genealogy, His the physical body as virtual text, accounting for the fac the inscribed surface of events that are traced by langu ideas" ([1977] 1984b, 83 ratives associated with a constellation of beliefs about ca thority, the "nature" of humans, and the sphere of i opportunity, and responsibility. These narratives purport of poor women in an arena in which only their bodi tioned to "speak."8 They promise to tell the story of wh in ways that allow Americans to maintain a belief in system based on exploitation and an ideology that cla beyond exploitation.
These productions orchestrate the story of poverty as intellectual lack and of chaos, pathology, promiscuity juxtaposed always against the order, progress, and decen citizens. Trying to stabilize and make sense of unpalatab of poverty and oppression and attempting to obscure he representation, these narratives reduce and collapse th ences of poor women to deceptively simplistic dramas, w fered for public consumption. The terms of these drama cause they are presented as simple oppositions of good an wrong, independent and dependent, deserving and un generationally poor woman I know that poverty is neith this singular. Poverty is rather the product of complex that at many levels are indelibly written on poor women feedback loops that compound and complicate politica ings and writings of our bodies.
I am, and will probably always be, marked as a po raised by a poor, single, white mother who had to st four children fed, sheltered, and clothed by working at 8 In recent years an increasingly lucrative industry has sprung up ar of the presence of the poor in America. Politicians, welfare historian analysts, and all stripe of academician produce and jealously guard t they vie for a larger market share of this meaning-making economy frenzied and profitable proliferation of representation exists a profo poor women and children whose bodies continue to be the site and o they are written and read as dangerous and then erased and rend authority and power. us all the hierarchies of our illegality, the impropr marginality within the social system" (9). Even as baggage will never lighten for me or my sister. W choice in the matter; but we were social burden never grateful enough. There was nothing we debt of our existence" (19) .
Indeed, poor children are often marked with be forgotten or erased. Their bodies are physically then read as pathological, dangerous, and undeserv vividly about being a child in a profoundly poor f constantly hurt and ill, and, because we could not a illnesses and accidents spiraled into more dange cations that became both a part of who we were a were of no value in the world.
In spite of my mother's heroic efforts, at an ea sister and I were stooped, bore scars that never h with feet mangled by ill-fitting, used Salvation A ter's forehead was split open by a door slammed i "pasted" the angry wound together on her own inability to afford medical attention, of our lack, When I suffered from a concussion, my mother s on my head and tried to keep me awake for a nig elementary school we were sent to the office for m We were read as unworthy, laughable, and often schoolmates laughed at our "ugly shoes," our crooke teeth, and the way we "stank," as teachers excoriated us concentrate in school, our "refusal" to come to class prep school supplies, and our unethical behavior when we than our allocated share of "free lunch."9 Whenever back books came up missing, we were publicly interrogated "think about" our offenses, often accompanied by notes mother that as a poor single parent she should be wor to make up for the discipline that allegedly walked out t father. When we sat glued to our seats, afraid to stand i in ragged and ill-fitting hand-me-downs, we were held u unprepared and uncooperative children. And when ou our otherness, they were used to justify even more elab that exacerbated the effects of our growing anomie.
Friends who were poor as children, and respondents to ducted in 1998, tell similar stories of the branding th hands of teachers, administrators, and peers.10 An woman raised in Yesler Terrace, a public housing comple ington, writes:
Poor was all over our faces. My glasses were taped and big brother had missing teeth. My mom was dull an like a story of how poor we were that anyone could Evie's lip was bit by a dog and we just had dime store s it. Her lip was a big scar. Then she never smiled and at her cause she never smiled. Kids call [ed] her "Scar never smiled at her. The principal put her in detention because she was mean and bad (they said)."1 9 As recently as 1993, in my daughter's public elementary school cafe (poor children who could not otherwise afford to eat lunch, includi reminded with a large and colorful sign to "line up last." 10 The goal of my survey was to measure the impact of the 1996 wel on the lives of profoundly poor women and children in the United sent fifty questionnaires and narrative surveys to four groups of p and the East coasts; thirty-nine were returned to me. I followed these s minute interviews with twenty of the surveyed women.
And a white woman in the Utica, New York, area rem We lived in dilapidated and unsafe housing that had how clean my mom tried to be. We had bites all o our car between evictions was even worse--then we didn't have a bathroom so I got kidney problems that I never had doctor's help for. When my teachers wouldn't let me go to the bathroom every hour or so I would wet my pants in class. You can imagine what the kids did to me about that. And the teachers would refuse to let me go to the bathroom because they said I was willful.12
Material deprivation is publicly written on the bodies of poor children in the world. In the United States poor families experience violent crime, hunger, lack of medical and dental care, utility shut-offs, the effects of living in unsafe housing and/or of being homeless, chronic illness, and insufficient winter clothing (Edin and Lein 1997, 224-31) . According to Jody Raphael of the Taylor Institute, poor women and their children are also at five times the risk of experiencing domestic violence (2000).
As children, our disheveled and broken bodies were produced and read as signs of our inferiority and undeservedness. As adults our mutilated bodies are read as signs of inner chaos, immaturity, and indecency as we are punished and then read as proof of the need for further discipline and punishment. When my already bad teeth started to rot and I was out of my head with pain, my choices as an adult welfare recipient were either to let my teeth fall out or to have them pulled out. In either case the culture would then read me as a "toothless illiterate," as a fearful joke. In order to pay my rent and to put shoes on my daughter's feet I sold blood at two or three different clinics on a monthly basis until I became so anemic that they refused to buy it from me. A neighbor of mine went back to the man who continued to beat her and her scarred children after being denied welfare benefits when she realized that she could not adequately feed, clothe, and house her family on her own minimum-wage income. My good friend sold her ovum to a fertility clinic in a painful and potentially damaging process. Other friends exposed themselves to all manner of danger and disease by selling their bodies for sex in order to feed and clothe their babies.
Poverty becomes a vicious cycle that is written on our bodies and intimately connected with our value in the world. Our children need healthy food so that we can continue working; yet working at minimum-wage jobs, we have no money for wholesome food and very little time to care for our families. So our children get sick, we lose our jo them, we fall deeper and deeper into debt before our ne and then we really cannot afford medical care. Starting t wage job with unpaid bills and ill children puts us furth hind so that we are even less able to afford good food, a health care, or emotional healing. The food banks we g exhausted children to on the weekends hand out bags of hot dogs that have passed their expiration dates, stale occasionally a bag of wrinkled apples. We are either fat seem always irreparably ill. Our emaciated or bloated bod as a sign of lack of discipline and as proof that we ha we should.13
Exhaustion also marks the bodies of poor women in Ultimately, we come to recognize that our bodies are not our own, that they are rather public property. State-mandated blood tests, interrogation of the most private aspects of our lives, the public humiliation of having to beg officials for food and medicine, and the loss of all right to privacy, teach us that our bodies are only useful as lessons, warnings, and signs of degradation that everyone loves to hate. In "From Welfare to Academe: Wel- Welfare reform policy is designed to publicly expose, humiliate, punish, and display "deviant" welfare mothers. "Workfare" and "Learnfare" -two alleged successes of welfare reform-require that landlords, teachers, and employers be made explicitly aware of the second-class status of these very public bodies. In Ohio, the Department of Human Services uses tax dollars to pay for advertisements on the side of Cleveland's RTA buses that show a "Welfare Queen" behind bars with a logo that proclaims "Crime does not pay. Welfare fraud is a crime" (Robinson 1999 ). In Michigan a pilot program mandating drug tests for all welfare recipients began on October 1, 1999. Recipients who refuse the test will lose their benefits immediately (Simon 1999) . In Buffalo, New York, a county executive proudly announced that his county would begin intensive investigation of all parents who refuse minimum-wage jobs that are offered to them by the state. He warned: "We have many ways of investigating and exposing these errant parents who choose to exploit their children in this way" (Anderson 1999 ). 
Reading and rewriting the body of the text
The bodies of poor women and children, scarred and muti mandated material deprivation and public exhibition, wor as patrolling images socializing and controlling bodies wi politic. That "body politic" is represented in Foucault's wo half of the discipline and punishment circuit of socialization material elements and techniques "serve as weapons, relay tion routes and supports for the power and knowledge relati human bodies and subjugate them, turning them into obj edge" ([1977] 1984a, 28) . Again Foucault writes of the body text is in and of the body, body is in and of the text, in signifier and signified, metaphor and referent never replace simply trace and chase each other. In this cycle of power meaning is produced through which only specific, politically ings of the bodies of poor welfare recipients and their childre Spectacular cover stories of the "Welfare Queen" play and national mind's eye, becoming a prescriptive lens through w ican public as a whole reads the individual dramas of the women and their place and value in the world. These dr "normative" citizens as independent, stable, rational, orde
In this dichotomous, hierarchical frame the poor welfare mo posed against a logic of "normative" subjectivity as the e dependency, disorder, disarray, and othernes body becomes proof of her inner pathology and for further punishment and discipline.
In contemporary narratives welfare women are ous because they refuse to sacrifice their desires legally sanctioned heterosexual relationships; the selfish, "unnatural," and immature sexuality. In These representations position welfare mothers' bod struction and as catalysts for a culture of depravity a the process they produce a reading of the writing on th woman that calls for further punishment and discipline "Workfare" programs force lazy poor women to take including working for the city wearing orange surpl picking up garbage on the highway and in parks for abo (Dreier 1999) . "Bridefare" programs in Wisconsin give licentious welfare women who marry a man--"any m celebration of their "reform" in local newspapers (Dr fare" programs across the nation allow state workers to the homes of poor slovenly women so that they can tion families whose homes are not deemed to be appr beyond the imposed shame that silences, to speak a common liberatory struggle" (1996, 305) .
In struggling together we contest the marks of disrupt the use of our bodies as public sign, chang lives, and survive. 19 In the process we come to un of our bodies is not coterminous with our beings
Contestation and the deployment of new truths c our poverty, but the process does transform the to interrogate and critique our bodies and the sys them with infamy. As a result these signs are ren and ultimately malleable.
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